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ABSTRACT

Characterizing Behaviors and Functions of Joints for Design of Origami-Based Mechanical Systems

Nathan Chandler Brown
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science

This thesis addresses a number of challenges designers face when designing deployable origami-based arrays, specifically joint selection, design, and placement within an array. In deployable systems, the selection and arrangement of joint types is key to how the system functions. The kinematics and performance of an array is directly affected by joint performance. This work develops joint metrics which are then used to compare joint performances, constructing a tool designers can use when selecting joints for an origami array. While often a single type of joint is used throughout an array, this work shows how using multiple types of joints within the same array can offer benefits for motion deployment, and array stiffening.

Origami arrays are often used for their unique solutions for stowing and deploying large planar shapes. Folds, enabled through joints, within these patterns allow the arrays to fold compactly. However, it can be difficult to fully deploy arrays, particularly array designs with a high number of joints. In addition, it is a challenge to stabilize a fully deployed array from undesired re-folding. This work introduces a strain-energy storing joint that is used to deploy and stiffen foldable origami arrays, the Lenticular Lock (LentLock). Geometry of the LentLock is introduced and the deploying and stiffening performance of the joint is shown.

Folds within an origami array create the constraints that link motion between panels, and can be used to create kinematic benefits, such as creating mechanisms with a single degree-of-freedom. While many fold-constraints are required to define motion, this work shows that origami-based system contain many redundant constraints. The removal of redundant joints does not affect the motion of the array nor the observed mobility, but may decrease the likelihood of binding, simplify the overall system and decrease actuation force. This work introduces a visual and iterative approach designers can use to identify redundant constraints in origami patterns, and techniques that can be used to remove the identified redundant constraints. The presented techniques are demonstrated by removing redundant constraints from prototyped origami mechanisms.

As a result of this work, designers will be better able to approach and design deployable origami-based mechanisms.

Keywords: origami-based design, deployable, overconstrained mechanisms, mobile overconstrained mechanisms, joint, strain energy, compliant mechanisms
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Origami, the ancient art of paper folding, has introduced new approaches to mechanism design. Mathematicians and engineers have recently developed methods to incorporate principles of origami art into real-world engineering applications. Origami-based design has become a branch of compliant mechanism research, inspiring an alternative solution to traditional design methods that reduces cost [2] by replacing traditional hinges, joints, or other moving parts with flexible members.

Origami has inspired designs for minimally invasive surgical equipment [3, 4], bellows for extraterrestrial drilling [5], magnetically controlled bistable microrobots [6], expanding heart stents [7], and structural composites [8].

Principles of origami offer unique solutions for deployable structures used in aerospace design. While solar panels and communication hardware can be attached to the sides of spacecraft, the maximum aperture area for these designs is limited to the surface area of the spacecraft exterior. Foldable and deployable origami arrays allow larger array apertures to be stored compactly during spacecraft launch and then deploy once in orbit. This ability allows larger arrays to be used, resulting in increased power generation and higher antenna gains. Deployable designs have included a deployable flasher-patterned solar array [9, 10], a self-stiffening and retractable deployable space array [11], foldable antennas [12–16] and deployable solar panels [17–19].

For these foldable designs to function, rigid panels must be joined by a region with lower stiffness to allow hinge-like rotation between relative panels. Traditional mechanisms use pins or hinges to provide the motion, however many joint types have been developed and analyzed [9, 20–23].

While these joints enable the folding motion of the overall array, they can become a challenge in multiple ways. If joints are not aligned properly within an array, the overall mechanism will bind. Joints that are not properly stabilized once in the deployed state can cause the array
to re-fold. In addition, while compliant joints can offer deployment motions that are useful, they also can suffer from parasitic motions, meaning that loads can cause movement between panels in undesired directions.

This thesis explores the design of deployable mechanisms, focusing on joint design and placement within deployable origami arrays. The objective of this thesis is to develop techniques designers can use when designing deployable systems, with special focus on joint function and utilization. Chapter 2\(^1\) discusses a circular deployable system where stiffnesses to parasitic motions were utilized. Chapter 3\(^2\) analyzes the constraints of single-degree-of-freedom (1-DoF) deployable systems and presents several techniques to reduce overconstraint. Chapter 4\(^3\) presents a compliant hinge design used to deploy and stiffen origami arrays at its joints, and will be submitted as a paper. Chapter 5 includes thoughts collected during research on joint characterization and selection for improved mechanism performance. Chapter 6\(^4\) presents three case-studies where deployable mechanisms were designed to ensure predictable deployment for reconfigurable reflectarray antennas.

1.1 Background

To better understand the research presented below, three concepts will be briefly reviewed. Thickness accommodation techniques for thick origami will be summarized. Current joints used to enable relative motion between rigid origami panels will also be noted. Since many of these principles will be applied to deployable spacecraft antennas, a short description of CubeSat antenna technologies will also be given.

1.1.1 Thickness Accommodation Techniques

Origami has enabled new approaches to designing solutions to engineering problems, such as deployable arrays. Paper and folding patterns can be used to synthesize foldable arrays with certain characteristics such as a single degree of freedom. However, as we move from designing in

---

\(^1\)Chapter based on publication [24]
\(^2\)Chapter based on publication [25]
\(^3\)To be submitted for publication
\(^4\)Chapter based on publications [26–28]
paper to using engineering materials with non-negligible thicknesses, considerations must be made as to how to accommodate for the material thickness. Accommodation techniques take into account the thickness of the material and allow folding motion through specific placement of hinges and offset links.

Many thickness accommodation techniques have been developed. While membranes can be used as a hinge between rigid panels, it has been shown that membranes can also be used to accommodate thickness [9]. In the tapered panels technique, panels are volumetrically trimmed along the bisection of the dihedral angles of each joint to allow the pattern to partly fold [29]. Edmondson et al. proposed the offset panel technique that utilizes offsets to position the panels away from the zero thickness model, allowing the panels to stack parallel to one another [30, 31]. With the hinge shift technique, rotational axes are shifted to the edge of the material, often alternating sides. The doubled hinged technique, sometimes implemented as the offset crease technique [32], splits a single fold into two, expanding the crease area to a size that accommodates the material thickness. Rolling contact techniques such as the compliant rolling-contact element (CORE) joint [21, 22] and synchronized offset rolling contact element (SORCE) joints [33] can also be used in thick-folding mechanisms. Pehrson et al. developed the strained joint technique by implementing surrogate folds as a means to allow for the panels to fold while simultaneously creating the needed panel offset [34].

Lang et al. provided a review of many current accommodation techniques, discussing their kinematic properties, and ease of implementation into folding patterns [35]. In the same review, it is discussed how multiple techniques can be combined into the same vertex or into the larger folding pattern. This review gives the designer a “tool” to compare thickness accommodation techniques and choose one that best fits their design.

1.1.2 Current Joint Types

The folding motion in any foldable array is made possible through its joints. A joint is a part of the array around which adjacent the panels can rotationally articulate. Because various hinges have different performances, a designer may choose to use any type of joint. Joints such as a traditional pin-joint hinge are often used because of they are simple to apply and involve very
little extra design work. However, there are many joint types that offer benefits to certain design circumstances.

Some of these joint types include: the standard hinge, Lamina Emergent Torsional (LET) joint [20], variations of the LET joint [36–41], membrane hinge [9], CORE joint [21, 22], ReCS technique joint [23], and many more [33, 42, 43].

Each joint type offers benefits and drawbacks which are defined by the desired joint behavior. In other words, the desired behavior defines whether a certain aspect of a joint’s behavior is beneficial or poor. For example, a LET joint is useful because it stores strain energy that could be used in an array for self-deployment. The LET joint also enables a very large range of motion. However, this joint is very liable to parasitic motions, or undesired motions, and generally cause adverse effects in a design. On the other hand, whether or not a motion is desired or parasitic depends on the application. For example, work published by Pehrson et al. showed that motions that are generally thought of as parasitic actually made the pattern’s motion possible [11]. In this case, the off-axis motion is desirable.

1.1.3 CubeSat Reflectarrays

A CubeSat is a small satellite used for space research that is made up of one or multiple cube-shaped units. CubeSat missions for low-earth orbit have become widely accepted and utilized to enable new opportunities for space exploration. Two main advantages CubeSats have over other spacecraft technologies is a short design time and low fabrication cost as components are generally purchased pre-made from component suppliers.

CubeSats often use high gain antennas (HGAs) for communication as they can transmit signals longer distances while requiring a low amount of power. HGAs such as parabolic reflectors are generally heavy, bulky and have a large surface area. To alleviate these problems, microstrip patch reflectarrays (RA) can be used to replace the parabolic reflectors. RAs are a type of antenna that is made from PCB material, with patches of copper material etched into the material in an array pattern. The patches are designed such that the planar reflectarray antenna exhibits similar behavior to that of a parabolic antenna. The planar nature of these RAs enable more efficient ways of folding, stowing, and deploying the RA.
Figure 1.1: Two types of high gain antennas. A parabolic antenna (left) has a doubly-curved shape that is used to reflect electromagnetic waves to and from the feed/receiver. A microstrip patch reflectarray (right), which includes a flat geometry.
CHAPTER 2. ORIGAMI-INSPIRED DEPLOYABLE WAISTBAND SYSTEM THAT IMPROVES ADULT DIAPER PERFORMANCE

2.1 Motivation

Diapers have been traditionally used to alleviate the effects of incontinence in users from all demographics. Many companies and medical researchers have worked to create new technologies to improve adult diapers to better suit the needs of their users. Current diaper solutions include absorbent liners, perineal pads, reusable absorbent underwear, and disposable adult diapers [44–47]. Disposable adult diapers include both traditional tab and pull-up styles. Disposable diapers have been enabled through cost-effective materials, efficient manufacturing technologies, and the implementation of superabsorbent polymers (SAP).

Incontinence is the loss of either urinary or bowel control, varying from slight loss to complete loss of control [48]. Urinary incontinence can affect all ages, but is most common in older aged adults [49], women after childbirth [50], and men after prostate surgery [51–54].

While urinary incontinence is common, it is surrounded by a negative social stigma [55–58]. Individuals with incontinence are affected in many ways including loss of dignity, decreased socialization, increased depression and stress, and self-consciousness that has adverse effects on quality of life and productivity [59]. The use of adult diapers can be a source of embarrassment and perceived loss of control or independence. Ad campaigns specifically target this consumer challenge by focusing on product secrecy and discretion. To a user, a discreet diaper means a less stressful overall experience, and less impact on their lifestyle [60].

Diapers can provide a physical burden to less mobile users. Diapers are typically compressed in packaging to reduce shipping and packaging costs. The absorbent core in many diapers consists of a fluffy wood pulp/SAP matrix, which stiffens when compressed [60]. Once stiffened into the compressed state, the diaper is more difficult to open and put on. For older adults with poor balance, attempting to put on such a diaper while standing may increase the risk of a fall. These
difficulties and risks highlight the need for functions that assist the user in opening or unfolding the compacted diaper.

2.2 Deployable Waistband

A disposable waistband was designed as a means to deploy the diaper once it was removed from its packaging. This deployed diaper waistband would make it easier for users to put the diaper on. When packaged, the waistband is folded and compressed with the diaper; once the packaging is removed, the stored strain energy in the waistband deploys, thereby opening the diaper. While a simple solid band placed into the waistband would open a diaper in this manner, it would not stretch with the fabric to allow an individual to put the diaper on. A waistband system is needed that folds with the diaper when packaged, deploys the diaper when opened, and stretches with the diaper waistband to allow dressing.

2.2.1 Lamina Emergent Torsion Joints

Lamina Emergent Torsion (LET) joints [20] and several LET variants [36–41,61] have been used in many engineering applications ranging from space applications [62–65], to spinal implants [66]. These surrogate folds can be used to replace a standard hinge by cutting designed geometries into adjacent panels. When the LET joint is actuated in a hinge-like motion, the members are torsionally deflected and strain energy is stored. When released, the stored strain energy in the LET joint moves the panels back to their low-energy states.

While the geometry of a LET joint allows a hinge-like motion, it also introduces other undesired motions, referred to as parasitic motions. LET joints can be designed to be flexible in bending and stiff in other degrees of freedom. Such a design replicates hinge-like behavior. While often undesirable in most applications, the parasitic motion observed with a compressive or tensile load could be utilized when elongation along that axis is desired. Pehrson et al. presented a way to design for motion along three degrees of freedom in a LET joint including tension/compression, deflection from in-plane moments, and the desired hinge-like motion [62].
2.2.2 Proposed Diaper Waistband

A modified LET joint was designed into a plastic waistband as a means to deploy and structure an adult diaper. Similar to the standard LET joint, it is made up of long flexures that can deflect in both torsion and bending. The basic framework of the “LET Band” system is shown in Figure 2.1 and the complete waistband with repeated units is shown in Figure 2.2.
The torsional hinges in a standard LET joint are designed to be flexible in torsion and stiff in bending. This makes the joint as a whole flexible in bending and stiff in tension. This limits the amount of parasitic motion in the joint. In contrast, for use in a diaper, it is required that the waistband stretch with the fabric, and hold the diaper in an open shape. This can be achieved by making the diaper waistband flexible in axial tension, but stiff in bending. This in turn requires the individual flexures in the LET Band units to be flexible in bending and stiff in torsion. As a note, these are opposite to the desired characteristics in a standard LET joint flexure.

Dimensions of the LET Band units can be calculated to maximize the flexure torsional stiffness and minimize the bending stiffness. As shown in [67, 68], the torque of the rectangular cross sectioned flexure can be calculated by

\[
T = \frac{\phi G \beta (2h_{flex})^3 (2b)}{L_{flex}}
\]  

(2.1)

where \( \phi \) is the angle of twist, \( G \) is the Shear Modulus, \( L_{flex} \) is defined as the flexure length, \( b \) is defined as the flexure thickness, \( h_{flex} \) is the flexure width (see Figure 2.3), and \( \beta \) is a function of the ratio \( b/h \) which increases to 0.333 as \( b/h \) approaches infinity [69].

The torsional stiffness, \( k_t \), can be defined by

\[
k_t = \frac{G \beta (2h_{flex})^3 (2b)}{L_{flex}}
\]  

(2.2)

As shown by [2], the bending force of a rectangular flexure can be calculated by

\[
F_b = \frac{\delta E b h_{flex}^3}{4 L_{flex}^3}
\]  

(2.3)

where \( E \) is Young’s Modulus, and \( \delta \) is deflection. The bending stiffness, \( k_b \), can be defined as

\[
k_b = \frac{E b h_{flex}^3}{4 L_{flex}^3}
\]  

(2.4)

To maximize the benefits of the design, the members must maximize the torsional stiffness and minimize the bending stiffness. In other words, minimize the ratio
Using equation 2.5, we can see that increasing \( b \) and \( L_{\text{flex}} \), while minimizing \( h \) will give us the most favorable design for these requirements.

It is important to note that there is a range of feasible values that can be used in the application of an adult diaper waistband. In other words, increasing \( b \) and \( L_{\text{flex}} \) improves the desired force performance, however the more we increase \( b \) and \( L_{\text{flex}} \) the more uncomfortable it would become to the user. Therefore we must define upper bounds for \( b \) and \( L_{\text{flex}} \) that would ensure a comfortable waistband. For our prototypes and testing, a waistband with \( b = 1.5 \) mm and \( L_{\text{flex}} = 17.5 \) mm were used as those are approximately the corresponding dimensions of a typical leather belt. Dimensional constraints may be changed for desired performance.

After \( b \) and \( L_{\text{flex}} \) are defined, connector length (\( L_{\text{con}} \)) can be defined using the desired stress in the flexures and the desired axial elongation amount of the waistband. In an adult diaper, the waistband must elongate and increase its circumference to allow the user to put their feet through and pull the waistband over their hips. On a similar note, the undeflected waistband
circumference must also be small enough to hold the diaper on the user’s waist. The difference between the undeflected circumference \((c_u)\) and the deflected circumference \((c_d)\) two defines how much combined deflection \((\delta_{total})\) the flexures must undergo. Thus

\[
\delta_{total} = c_d - c_u
\]

and the deflection per flexure, \(\delta_{unit}\), can be solved using

\[
\delta_{unit} = \frac{\delta_{total}}{n_{units}}
\]

where \(n_{units}\) is the number of units. Note that in this waistband design, \(n_{units}\) must be even to create a continuous loop. The max stress, \(\sigma_{max}\) in each flexure can be solved by

\[
\sigma_{max} = \frac{6\delta_{unit}Eh_{flex}}{L_{flex}^2}
\]

Rearranging we get

\[
\delta_{unit} = \frac{\sigma_{max}L_{flex}^2}{6Eh_{flex}}
\]

We then can solve for the minimum number of flexures, \(n_{units}\), we need in order to undergo the total deflection without exceeding the max stress.

\[
n_{units} = \frac{\delta_{total}}{\delta_{unit}} = \frac{6\delta_{total}Eh_{flex}}{\sigma_{max}L_{flex}^2}
\]

The needed connector length, \(L_{con}\), can be determined to define our geometry.

\[
L_{con} = \frac{c_u}{n_{units}} - h_{flex}
\]

Final dimensions for the LET Band units used in the diaper waistband are reported in Table 2.1.

A prototype waistband was 3D printed from PLA material for implementation and testing. Each waistband was printed in four sections that were connected into final form using cyanoacrylate adhesive.
Prototyped waistbands were sewn into the waistband section of the diaper material to en-case the PLA prototype. The completed diaper-waistband prototype was then folded up as it would be in packaging, and then released to observe the waistband’s deployment behavior.

2.2.3 Waistband Results

Figure 2.4 shows the prototyped waistband being used in a full diaper prototype in a folded and deployed state. The waistband allowed the diaper to be folded tightly allowing the diaper to be stored compactly. Once released, the waistband moved towards its lowest energy state, forcing the diaper into its opened position.

Once opened, the LET band system exhibited the same elasticity along the waist as the external fabric. In other words, the LET band is able to stretch along its length with the fabric to allow the user to pull the diaper over their hips and conform to the shape of their waist.

The deployed diaper remained fully open while being supported from one point along the waistband. This suggests that the diaper would remain in its opened shape if the user were to put the diaper on while using only one hand to step into it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{flex}$</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{flex}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{con}$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{con}$</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{unit}$</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.4: Integrated waistband prototype in (a) folded state and (b) deployed state
CHAPTER 3. APPROACHES FOR MINIMIZING JOINTS IN SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM ORIGAMI-BASED MECHANISMS

3.1 Introduction

Origami, the ancient art of paper folding, has inspired many engineering designs from many different fields. Deployable origami-based mechanisms can stow compactly and deploy into a large configuration. Deployability is achieved through a systematic arrangement of connected panels, or origami arrays. A special category of arrays, origami tessellations, are often used for deployable applications because of their symmetric geometric fold patterns and/or their ability to be repeated linearly or radially.

Deployable origami has inspired designs for areas such as deployable antennas [70–72], medical devices, [73–75], robotics [76], metamaterials [77], and architecture [78]. Deployable origami arrays have also recently gained extra attention when designing reconfigurable antennas as they are inherently physically reconfigurable [14, 26, 79–81].

Designs for these applications generally include mechanisms with many panels and joints to “fold” as origami does. Origami patterns such as the Miura-ori, Tachi-Miura, and twist tesselation patterns have the behavior of storing compactly and deploying to a large area while also having a single-degree-of-freedom (DoF). Single-DoF mechanisms are attractive for such applications because the entire mechanism can be actuated with only one input, thus reducing the number of actuators and the corresponding cost, weight and complexity.

Origami can be modeled as connected sets of spherical mechanisms [82], where each vertex corresponds to the center of rotation of an individual spherical mechanism. These spherical mechanisms, each with a loop constraint, are then connected into a single system of mechanisms by sharing links/panels. The combination of constraints between the individual mechanisms often results in redundant constraints, making the system overconstrained. Multi-vertex origami patterns are overconstrained when at least one hinge is shared between vertices. These redundant
constraints have no effect on the intended kinematics of the system when the geometry is assumed to be perfect.

However, when fabricated, imperfect joint axis alignment and placement render the kinematics non-ideal. As a result, these systems can exhibit an increase in unintended resistance to motion or can completely bind during motion. Undesirable internal loads can also result from these non-ideal conditions. In applications such as deployable space arrays, it is vital that the mechanism’s actuation force be predictable and minimized. Required forces to actuate these mechanisms could be decreased by reducing the number of joints, particularly when compliant joints (such as flexures, flexible membranes, etc.) are used. It is also important that the mechanism’s motion be uninhibited throughout deployment, meaning that it does not bind or meet internal resistance to motion. Deployable space arrays must exhibit reliable and predictable motion, ease of actuation and low unintended resistance to desired motion. Reducing overconstraint in an array by removing redundant joints could lead to improved performance in deployable origami-based space arrays and other multi-loop mechanisms.

Removing redundant joints could lead to additional benefits. Many applications that utilize the foldability of deployable origami arrays such as antennas [12] and solar panels [17–19] seek to maximize usable area once deployed. Joints used to enable the folding motion of the arrays may take up usable area that could be used for communication [83] or power generation, as well as add to the weight and stored volume. Research has been done to reduce area taken up by hinges and the panel gaps created [16]. The elimination of redundant joints would leave more area to be utilized productively and would result in improved performance for deployable space arrays.

The objective of this chapter is to identify overconstraint in origami based mechanisms, and propose techniques to eliminate redundant joints within an array while retaining intended motion.

3.2 Background

To better understand the techniques that will be discussed, we review the fundamentals of origami-based mechanisms. Spherical mechanisms are explained with their connection to origami patterns. General mobility criteria and overconstraint are defined and discussed.
Figure 3.1: Origami vertices can be modeled as a spherical mechanism. Sector angles, $\alpha$, define the geometry of the origami. Fold angles, $\gamma$ define fold angles between relative panels. For connected vertices.

### 3.2.1 Origami and Spherical Mechanisms

A spherical mechanism is a mechanism where all axis of rotational joints point towards and intersect at a specific point in space [84–86]. It has also been shown that an origami vertex can be modeled as a spherical mechanism, and many origami patterns are made up of interconnected vertices or spherical mechanisms [82, 87, 88]. Just as the kinematics of spherical mechanisms are defined by link angles [84], sector angles, denoted by $\alpha$, define the geometry of an origami vertex. Fold angles, denoted by $\gamma$, define the fold angles between relative panels, as shown in Figure 3.1. For a symmetric birds foot, it can be shown that due to symmetry, $\gamma_1 = -\gamma_3$ and $\gamma_2 = \gamma_4$ [89]. For connected vertices, we know that certain fold angles must be the same because panels are shared between vertices. For example, for the degree-4 symmetric birds foot pattern shown in Figure 3.1, panels $a_1$ and $a_4$ are the same panels as $b_2$ and $b_3$ respectively, thus $\gamma_{a1} = -\gamma_{a3} = -\gamma_{b1} = \gamma_{b3}$. 

\[ \gamma_2 = \gamma_3 \]
\[ \gamma_4 = \gamma_1 \]
3.2.2 Mobility of Mechanisms

Mobility ($M$), also called the degrees of freedom, is used to predict how many independent parameters must be controlled to define the motion of a mechanism. When the mobility is greater than 0 ($M > 0$), the mechanism is “mobile.” When the mobility is less than or equal to 0 ($M \leq 0$), the mechanism is considered an immobile structure because there are more constraints than there are degrees of freedom. The development of an equation that predicts the mobility of a mechanism has been researched for over 150 years, with many adjustments proposed over the years [90].

A commonly used mobility equation is the traditional Chebychev-Grubler-Kutzbach mobility criterion, defined as

$$M = \lambda (N - J - 1) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} f_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $M =$ predicted mobility of mechanism, $\lambda = 6$ for spatial constraint space and 3 for planar/spherical constraint space, $N =$ number of links, $J =$ number of joints, and $f_i =$ degrees of freedom permitted by joint $i$.

For a spherical/planar mechanism with only revolute joints, equation (3.1) simplifies to

$$M = 3(N - 1) - 2J.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

For a spatial mechanism with only revolute joints, equation (3.1) becomes

$$M = 6(N - 1) - 5J.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

In the application of origami design, a single origami vertex is a spherical mechanism where axes of the hinges intersect at the vertex [82, 87]. The number of degrees of freedom in a vertex of degree $n$ is $n - 3$ [89]. However, when we look at a multi-vertex origami tessellation as a whole, symmetry and periodicity reduce the overall degrees of freedom. In other words, due to special geometry and redundant constraints, the origami mechanism has more degrees of freedom than Equation (3.1) would predict.
Taking these considerations into account, a few mobility equations for origami-based mechanisms have been proposed. Tachi et al. proposed that for a general bird’s-foot crease pattern, such as the Miura-Ori, the mobility can be defined as

\[ M = B - 3H + S - 3 - \sum_{k=4} P_k (k - 3) \]  

(3.4)

where \( B \) is the number of edges on the border of the pattern, \( H \) is the number of holes in the pattern, \( S \) is the number of redundant constraints, and \( P_k \) is the number of \( k \)-gon facets [78, 89].

While traditional mobility criteria would under-predict the mobility of origami mechanisms, this equation takes into account redundant constraints in the system. Despite Equation (3.4) including a term for redundant constraints, \( S \), it can be difficult to identify the exact number of redundant constraints within a pattern. Equation (3.4) is also limited to crease patterns which satisfy the “bird’s-food condition.” Lang outlined the bird’s-foot condition as a vertex with (1) a set of three creases of one fold assignment, separated sequentially by angles strictly between 0 and \( \pi \), and (2) one additional crease of the opposite assignment [89].

Yu et al. showed that an adjacency matrix could be used to define the number of degrees of freedom in any rigidly foldable origami pattern with multiple vertices [1]. This works very well for traditional origami patterns which include uncut fold patterns. However, once cuts are introduced into the pattern, the adjacency matrix method is limited to single cuts between two vertices, and cannot predict DoF of patterns with holes involving external vertices or more than two internal vertices.

3.2.3 Overconstraint

Mobile Overconstrained Mechanisms

While many adjustments have been made to the original Grubler equation [90], the Chebychev-Grubler-Kutzbach criterion (3.1) can be shown to predict mobility inaccurately for both single [91, 92] and multi-loop systems [90, 93–95]. This inaccuracy is due to overconstraint in the analyzed mechanisms.
Overconstraint is when there exists more constraints than there are degrees of freedom in a system [91, 92, 96, 97]. While overconstraint can mean that a linkage becomes an immobile structure, some special geometric conditions, such as symmetry and angular relations, allow motion even when mobility is predicted to be less than one. A constraint that is redundant can be removed without changing the mobility or motion of the mechanism [98, 99]. A mobile overconstrained mechanism is one that has more degrees of freedom than is predicted by its mobility equation [91, 92, 96].

For example, the degrees of freedom of the planar linkage system shown in Figure 3.2(a) can be calculated using equation (3.1) as

\[ M = \lambda (N - J - 1) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} f_i \]

\[ M = 3(4 - 4 - 1) + 4 \]

\[ M = 1 \]

This is defined as an exactly-constrained system, where it is predicted to have a mobility of 1 and is observed to have a mobility of 1.

Now consider the system in Figure 3.2(b) where a link is added and is parallel to the other vertical links. The mobility becomes

\[ M = \lambda (N - J - 1) + \sum_{i=1}^{j} f_i \]

\[ M = 3(5 - 6 - 1) + 6 \]

\[ M = 0 \]
Here, the Chebychev-Grubler-Kutzbach criterion (Equation (3.1)), predicts it to be an overconstrained system with a mobility of 0. However, due to special geometry, this system still has a mobility of 1, and can be classified as mobile overconstrained due to the redundancy in the constraints. We could continue to add more parallel links to the system in the same manner and we would see the predicted mobility decrease, but the actual observed mobility remains the same.

Similar to this planar example, it has been identified that overconstraint is observed in connected spherical systems, such as origami [100]. Tachi showed that any quadrilateral mesh origami pattern is an overconstrained system because the number of constraints around degree-4 vertices (three for each vertex) exceeds the number of variables (the number of hinges) [100]. However, despite being overconstrained, many quadrilateral mesh patterns are still mobile. Similar to planar link redundancy, as shown in Figure 3.2, quadrilateral mesh patterns such as the Miura Ori also have redundant constraints, enabling their motion.

**Challenges with Overconstraint**

Mobile overconstrained mechanisms often require mathematically perfect geometries. When analyzed assuming perfect geometry, redundant constraints are observed and motion is allowed. However, without perfect geometry, the previously redundant constraints become conflicting constraints and render the mechanism immobile. The conflicting constraints can then limit the mechanism’s motion (by locking or binding), cause choppy motion, induce excessive internal loads, and can lead to fatigue failure [101, 102]. For example, Figure 3.2(c) shows an overconstrained planar mechanism that is rendered immobile by imperfect joint placement.

Imperfect geometry can be caused by imperfect tolerancing, imperfect hinge placement, and thermal expansion differences. Clearances can be added into hinge designs to allow enough motion for the joints to line up, even when placed imperfectly [103]. Another approach is to introduce compliance so that the system can flex. While clearances and compliance can allow a mechanism to move in the desired way, it also can introduce unwanted motion in other directions, making the motion less predictable.

In many deployable array applications, it may be beneficial to replace a mobile overconstrained system with an exact-constrained system design to eliminate or minimize these problems.
Specifically, origami-based deployable designs would benefit from the minimization of redundant constraints, and knowing where to remove those constraints.

3.3 Recognizing Overconstraint

While it may be easy to recognize overconstraint in a planar mechanism, it can be difficult to identify overconstraint in spherical mechanisms. The purpose of this section is to provide the reader techniques that can be used to recognize different overconstraints within an origami pattern.

3.3.1 Geometric Overconstraint

An origami pattern containing multiple vertices can be visualized as a system of connected spherical mechanisms, with each vertex within the pattern being the center of its own spherical mechanism. Redundant constraints can be found within multi-loop origami patterns. When individual spherical mechanisms are joined, loop constraints are created and redundant constraints are added. Generally the number of redundant constraints is defined as the difference between the observed mobility and the mobility predicted by the mobility equation [91, 92, 96, 97]. For rigid origami, the mobility criterion can be simplified to

\[ M = J - 3V \]  

(3.5)

where \( J \) is the number of internal joints, and \( V \) is the number of internal vertices [1]. When special geometry exists, such as symmetry and periodicity, the observed mobility will be larger than that predicted by equation (3.5).

The difference in the observed and predicted mobilities indicates the number of redundant fold angle constraints within the pattern. For example, consider a degree-4 vertex within an origami pattern with a negative predicted mobility. A degree-4 vertex requires one fold angle be constrained to define the position of all panels in the vertex. Loop constraints from adjacent vertices may define more than one fold angle within the degree-4 vertex. Since only one fold angle constraint is required, the redundant constraints may be removed. These are the redundant constraints identified using Equations (3.4),(3.5), and the adjacency matrix method [1].
As an example, consider the Tachi-Miura pattern shown in Figure 3.3. Mobilities listed in Table 3.1 are predicted using equation (3.4), equation (3.5) and the adjacency method as presented in [1].

3.3.2 Inter-vertex Spatial Overconstraint

Additional overconstraints can be identified apart from those given by Equations (3.4), (3.5), and the adjacency matrix method [1]. Consider the example of the 2-vertex origami pattern shown in Figure 3.4 taken from a larger origami tessellation. The adjacency matrix method [1] and Equation (3.4) predicts a mobility of 1, with no redundant constraints. Equation (3.2) predicts a mobility of $M = 1$, giving no indication of overconstraint.

However, when we analyze this as a spatial mechanism using Equation (3.3) the mobility is predicted to be $M = -5$, implying some overconstraint. Removing one joint from the mechanism, Equation (3.3) results in a mobility of 0. This implies that while we have removed one

Table 3.1: Predicted mobilities and degree of overconstraint for a 4x3 Tachi-Miura pattern (shown in Figure 3.3 using 3 different mobility criteria. It is predicted that the pattern has 2 redundant geometric constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Predicted Mobility (M)</th>
<th>Predicted Over-constraint (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tachi (Eq 3.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler (Eq 3.5)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. Mat. Method [1]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
joint, the mechanism is still overconstrained. Due to panel rigidity and the remaining intact joints, the split edges cannot move relative to each other [104]. This resulting mechanism can be classified as a symmetric double-spherical 6-bar mechanism, which has been shown to be a mobile overconstrained mechanism of mobility 1 [92, 97].

While Equations (3.4), (3.5), and the adjacency matrix method [1] indicated no overconstraint, one hinge between the two vertices is redundant. Due to panel rigidity and the remaining intact joints, the split edges cannot move relative to each other [104].

**Visual Representation**

It can be difficult to identify this inter-vertex spatial overconstraint. The remainder of this section introduces a visual representation of spherical mechanism constraints in a planar mechanism analogue to visually identify this overconstraint.

Consider two adjacent vertices within an origami pattern that are rigidly connected by two shared panels, as shown in Figure 3.4. For this example, we will use two symmetric degree-4 vertices.

Now consider a special spherical mechanism case where the point at which the axes intersect is infinity. The axes are now parallel to each other, turning the spherical mechanism into a planar mechanism, similar to that done by Wiener [105]. The ratio between sector angles may be represented by a ratio between link lengths. The spherical mechanism in Figure 3.5 (a) can be visualized as a planar mechanism shown in (b). However, we must conserve the angular constraints...
Figure 3.5: (a) Two adjacent origami vertices, which can be modeled as two spherical mechanisms with two shared links. (b) Special case of two spherical mechanisms with axis intersection at infinity. (c) Planar analogue of two connected spherical mechanisms, including angle constraints imposed by original spherical geometry.

exhibited in spherical mechanisms. Because $\gamma_a_1 = -\gamma_a_3 = -\gamma_b_1 = \gamma_b_3$, we know that the angles between links must follow the same relation.

Maintaining the pin joints and angle relations, the system is overconstrained. If all hinges are placed in their correct locations, motion of the mechanism is not limited. However, consider if the center joint were slightly off-center as shown in Figure 3.6. Physically this could be due to poor manufacturing, poor tolerances, thermal expansion, etc. The previously redundant constraints of the center joint now conflict with the angular constraints, and the mechanism becomes an immobile structure. This can be resolved by removing the redundant constraint, the center pin joint. With the removal of the center joint constraint, the mechanism is still fully constrained.

Applied to the original 2-vertex origami pattern, it is observed that the joint connecting the two vertices can be removed, resulting in the pattern shown in Figure 3.7. This joint is removed while retaining the original single-degree-of-freedom motion.

Figure 3.8 compares this process of identifying redundant constraints between planar mechanisms and spherical mechanisms found in origami.

Although this type of overconstraint is not captured in many mobility criteria, it can be found in multi-internal-vertex origami patterns.
Figure 3.6: Planar analogue for two connected spherical mechanisms (a) shown with conflicting constraints due to improper center joint placement. (b) Removing the center pin joint resolves conflicting constraints while planar analogue remains fully defined.

Figure 3.7: Two-vertex origami pattern represented by Figure 3.6(b), with the center joint removed. Observed mobility remains unchanged with the redundant joint removed.

3.4 Techniques to Reduce Overconstraint

This section will introduce various techniques that may be used to reduce geometric over-constraint and inter-vertex spacial overconstraint. Due to simplicity, techniques for the inter-vertex spatial overconstraint will be explained and demonstrated. Then various methods for reducing geometric constraint will be introduced, demonstrated, and discussed.
3.4.1 Inter-vertex Spatial Overconstraint

Because the constraint imposed by the hinge between the two vertices is redundant, the joint can be removed while remaining fully constrained. In addition, removing the joint does not change the mobility due to panel rigidity and angle constraints between vertices. Because the panels in the vertices are rigid and other joints are still in place, edges of the panel where the joint was removed are still kinematically defined and cannot move relative to each other. Figure 3.9 shows a general case of two internal vertices (A and B) where the joint between them can be removed.

Yu et al. calculated the mobility of a “ring pattern with 6 creases,” 6 panels, and two local spherical centers from the dimension of the null space of the Jacobian matrix [106, 107], showing it has a mobility of 1 [1]. Essentially, this pattern can be seen as two adjacent degree-4 vertices with their shared fold removed. While this was shown with two degree-4 vertices, this can be extended to vertices of other degrees. Removing the joint between two vertices of any degree does not increase its observed mobility [104].
Figure 3.9: Adjacent general vertices, A and B, of any degree, connected by a fold line. The connecting joint (shown in red) is redundant and may be removed without changing the observed mobility.

While not used for the purpose of removing redundant constraints, this single internal joint removal has been shown to work in previous research. Lang et al. showed that the center joint is unnecessary in a prototype for a new thickness accommodation technique and its removal can simplify geometry [108]. Single internal joint removal has also been shown to enable motion in a hinge-shifted thick hexagon twist [109].

This can be extended and multiple joints within a large origami array can be removed together. A joint between two vertices can be removed as long as (1) the cut does not touch the edge of the pattern, and (2) cuts do not touch each other. With these conditions, it can be shown that the number of joints that can be removed, $R$, is

$$R = [R^*]$$

where

$$R^* = \frac{J + 1 - N}{2} = \frac{V}{2} = \frac{M_3 - M_6}{6}.$$  \hfill (3.7)

$V$ is defined as the number of internal vertices, $M_3$ as the mobility estimate from Equation (3.2), and $M_6$ as the mobility estimate from Equation (3.3).

An example of this is shown for the Miura-ori pattern and a hexagon twist pattern in Figure 3.10. The mobility of these patterns both before and after the joint removal is one. Since any joints can be removed while following these conditions, there may be many permutations of cuts that can
be made for a single pattern. For example, Figure 3.10 (a) shows two combinations of cut joints for a Miura Ori pattern.

Prototypes of a thickened Miura-ori and hexagon patterns diagramed in Figure 3.10 were made to demonstrate their 1-DoF motion. Joints were removed as shown in Figure 3.10, and a portion of each panel adjacent to each cut hinge was removed to visually emphasize the hinge removal. The mobility is demonstrated in Figure 3.11 with closed, intermediate, and open configurations.

3.4.2 Geometric Overconstraint

Equation (3.6) calculates the minimum number of cuts that may be made within a pattern without increasing its mobility. The following section outlines techniques that may be used to increase the number of removed joints from a pattern.

Joints Adjacent to Edge

While single joints between two vertices can be removed without increasing mobility, if a joint adjacent to the edge is removed, the mobility prediction increases.
Figure 3.11: (a) Thickened hexagon twist prototype with 3 individual hinges removed around the center panel, as patterned in Figure 3.10(b). (b) Thickened Miura-ori prototype with 3 individual hinges removed as patterned in Figure 3.10(a). A portion of each panel adjacent to cut hinges was removed to visually emphasize the removed hinge location. Each mechanism’s kinematics remain unchanged and are shown in closed, intermediate, and open positions.

Yellowhorse et al. showed that this can be used to make immobile rigid folding systems mobile [104]. It was shown that for a group of \( n \) vertices in a crease pattern, if one crease connecting a vertex to the edge of the pattern is removed, the mobility of the system increases by 2 [104].

Using this technique, we can remove redundant hinges in a mobile overconstrained system. The location of the removed creases is very important to maintain 1-DoF.

When removing joints between two exterior panels, each panel must have at least two additional joints to fully constrain the panels. In others words, any exterior panel with only two connecting joints is not a candidate for joint removal. Any removal of joints would leave the panel with only 1 joint constraint, allowing the split edges to move relative to each other. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 3.12. Location A is not a candidate for removal because that would result in an under-defined panel (highlighted in red) meaning that the panel can move separate from the rest of the 1-DoF system. Location B is a candidate for single joint removal because the separated panels (highlighted in green) are still fully defined through other intact joints.

The predicted mobility and predicted overconstraint for this pattern are shown listed in Table 3.2. For a 3x4 Miura-ori pattern, mobility is predicted to be 1 and it has 2 redundant con-
Figure 3.12: Miura ori pattern demonstrating two possible locations of exterior single joint removal. Removed joints are represented by red lines, and intact joints by green lines. A cut at location A would result in an under-defined panel (highlighted in red), meaning it can move separate from the 1-DoF system. The joint at location B may be removed as the split panels (highlighted in green) remain fully defined through intact joints.

Although the mobility is unchanged, the overconstraint is nullified. After cutting the joint at location B, it can be calculated that the mobility remains at 1, but the overconstraint becomes 0.

Notice that even with the pattern being cut at location “B” and the overconstraint prediction at 0, additional joints can be removed as explained in Section 3.4.1.

Table 3.2: Predicted mobilities and degree of overconstraint for a 3x4 Miura-ori pattern both uncut, and cut at location “B”, using 3 different mobility criteria. While the uncut pattern is predicted as overconstrained, the cut pattern is predicted to have no overconstraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Predicted Mobility (M)</th>
<th>Predicted Over-constraint (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncut</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi (Eq 3.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler (Eq 3.5)</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. Mat. Method</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cut</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi 3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler 3.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. Mat. Method</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.13: Thickened Miura-ori prototype with an external joint removed. A portion of each panel adjacent to the cut hinge was removed to visually emphasize the removed hinge location. The mechanism’s kinematics remain unchanged and is shown in (a) closed, (b) intermediate, and (c) open positions.

A thickened Miura-ori prototype of the pattern in Figure 3.12 was 3D printed from PLA with joints made from spinnaker tape. Only joint location “B” was removed, and was emphasized by removing sections of adjacent panels. The prototype is shown in Figure 3.13. The observed mobility of the mechanism remained unchanged due to the removed joint.

Removing Multiple Joints From Around an Internal Panel

Yellowhorse et al. also showed that multiple creases could be split around a single internal panel as a method to increase mobility of a non-rigid foldable pattern [104]. In a similar manner, we can remove consecutive creases around an internal panel to remove overconstraint while maintaining 1-DoF.

Consider the hexagon twist pattern shown in Figure 3.14(a). Uncut, the mobility is predicted to be 1 with 1 redundant constraint. This overconstraint may be removed by making two consecutive cuts around the center panel, as shown in Figure 3.14(a). It can be difficult to verify the mobility of an entire mechanism without considering sections of the pattern separately. For example, in a single pattern, half of it might be overconstrained while the other may have more than one degree of freedom. However, the overall mobility prediction would not reflect the actual mobility of the mechanism accurately. As such, sections of patterns may need to be analyzed separately for local mobility.

For this hexagon twist origami pattern, sections can be analyzed separately as shown in Figure 3.14(b). The pattern is split by creating a section with panels adjacent to the multi-joint cut.
Figure 3.14: (a) Hexagon fold pattern with two consecutive cuts around the center panel. Pattern can be split and analyzed as two separate sections, as shown (b). Green panels indicate panels shared between sections. The resulting 1-Dof system (c), with two consecutive internal cuts around the center panel.

The second section is made from the remainder of the pattern and the connecting panels shared with the first section. For this pattern, it is split into two sections, A and B, each including the shared panels (see Figure 3.14).

Predicted mobilities and overconstraints for the overall uncut hexagon pattern, and each separate section are reported in Table 3.3. We can see that section A is underconstrained, and section B is exactly constrained. When combined into one hexagon pattern, the 1-DoF motion of section B outputs the needed 2 DoF section A requires, resulting in the pattern shown in Figure 3.14(c) with an overall mobility of 1. In other words, the 2 DoF section is driven by the 1-DoF section for an overall mobility of 1.

For this pattern, we cannot cut more than two consecutive cuts around the center panel or it would result in an overall mobility greater than 1. However, it is possible to cut more than two consecutive panels around a single internal panel, as long as the center panel remains defined (with at least two non co-linear hinges), and the separated sections result in an overall mobility of 1.

A prototype was fabricated to demonstrate the predicted overall mobility of 1. The prototype was made from 3D printed PLA, with joints made from spinnaker tape as a membrane hinge [9]. Because the model has a finite thickness, a thickness accommodation technique is required to enable the motion. For this prototype, the offset panel thickness accommodation technique was used [31]. The assembled prototype can be seen in Figure 3.15. Removed joints are
Figure 3.15: Thickened hexagon twist prototype with 2 consecutive hinges removed around the center panel. A portion of each panel adjacent to the cut hinge was removed to visually emphasize the removed hinge location. The mechanism’s kinematics remain unchanged (aside from bifurcation point) and is shown in (a) closed, (b) intermediate, and (c) open positions.

emphasized by large holes in the pattern. While the mobility is 1, it was observed that the mechanism has a bifurcation point midway through the motion.

In addition to removing two consecutive joints, an additional single internal joint between two vertices (as explained in Section 3.4.1) may be removed opposite from the current cut without changing the mobility.

Table 3.3: Predicted mobilities and degree of overconstraint for a hexagon twist pattern both uncut, and cut sections shown in Figure 3.14(b), using 3 different mobility criteria. The uncut pattern is predicted to have an overconstraint of 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Predicted Mobility (M)</th>
<th>Predicted Overconstraint (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Uncut Pattern</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi (Eq 3.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler (Eq 3.5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. Mat. Method</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Section A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi (Eq 3.4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler (Eq 3.5)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncut Section B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachi (Eq 3.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grubler (Eq 3.5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Removing Joints Traversing Different Panels

It was shown above that it is possible to maintain 1-DoF while removing consecutive joints around a single panel. Similarly, this can also be done while removing several consecutive joints traversing different panels. To maintain 1-DoF while making these cuts, certain conditions must be met.

Connected 1-DoF Sections

Joints may be removed such that it creates multiple separate single degree of freedom mechanisms, while still maintaining enough connections to ensure a mobility of 1 overall.

Beatini et al. showed that entire panels may be removed from Miura-ori patterns to remove overconstraint while maintaining a mobility of 1 [110]. Building on that work, instead of removing entire panels to remove redundant constraints, one could remove the joint constraints between panels using similar rules. A comparison and example of this is shown in Figure 3.16. If the width of rows/columns of the “excessive faces” is defined as $W$, it could also be analyzed with $W = 0$. The mechanism would still maintain a mobility of 1, but the previously removed panels become removed hinge constraints. This can be done because separate sections of mobility 1 are connected with enough hinge constraints to define the motion with only one overall input.
A similar example using the Miura-ori is shown in Figure 3.17. Notice that this system can be analyzed as multiple smaller mechanisms, each with a single degree of freedom. Sufficient connectivity constraints ensure an overall mobility of 1. Beatini et al. suggested several connectivity guidelines when connecting multiple Miura-ori patterns [110].

This is not limited to the Miura-ori pattern, but can be applied when connecting multiple 1-DoF patterns into a single 1-DoF system.

**End-to-End Chains**

When cuts are made such that a sections is not 1-DoF, special considerations must me made to ensure an overall mobility of 1.

An end-to-end chain is a sequence of panels where each panel is only connected to two other panels using only two joints. It may be difficult to calculate an overall mobility of a mechanism with an end-to-end chain because part of the pattern may be underconstrained, while an adjacent section is overconstrained. For example, consider the example of the Miura-ori in Figure 3.18. The same number of joints are removed in both patterns, however one guarantees an overall mobility of 1 using the methods from the above section and the other creates an end-to-end chain. The Grubler criterion calculates both of these to have a mobility of 1, however due to special geom-
Figure 3.18: Two examples of a Miura Ori pattern, each cut with the same amount of cuts. (a) remains a 1 degree of freedom mechanism, but (b) creates an underconstrained end-to-end chain and increases the mobility of the mechanism.

metry, pattern (b) has a larger mobility. We get this error in the mobility prediction because pattern (b) has a section (the end-to-end chain) with multiple degrees of freedom connected with a largely overconstrained section (uncut section). This is not captured in the mobility criterion.

It may be necessary to analyze sections separately to accurately predict the mobility and overconstraint. One example of this was shown in Figure 3.14.

It is required for an end-to-end chain to have a predicted mobility of 0 to not add an additional degree to the system. For a spherical/planar mechanism with only revolute joints, using Equation (3.2) it can be shown that to not increase the mobility (M=0), N = 3 and J = 3. Thus the end-to-end chain length limit for spherical/planar mechanisms is 2.

For a spatial mechanism with only revolute joints, we use Equation (3.3). In order to not increase the mobility of the mechanism, the end-to-end chain mobility must be 0. It can be shown that for M = 0, N = 6 and J=6, meaning the maximum spatial end-to-end chain length is 5.

It must also be required that a chain must not have more than 3 continually parallel joints, whether consecutive or not. Having 4 continually parallel joints would construct a planar 4-bar, even if non-parallel joints are between these joints. It is important to note that this restriction also applies to 4 spherical joints if the hinges continually intersected at a point. This would result in motion about the spherical center.
Figure 3.19: Examples of possible end-to-end chains and their mobility predictions if the blue sections’ positions were defined. A chain with parallel joints of length 2 (3 parallel joints) is fully defined (a) and does not increase the mobility of the surrounding mechanism. End-to-end chains with 4 continually parallel joints (examples b,c and d) construct a 4-bar, increasing the mobility. An end-to-end chain of length 5 (e) with no more than three parallel joints is fully defined and does not increase mobility. A spacial end-to-end chain of length 6 (f) increases mobility.

Figure 3.20: Single cut in a Tachi-Miura pattern, creating an (a) internal and (b) external spatial end-to-end chain of length 5. Both chains do not increase the observed mobility of the overall mechanism.

Figure 3.19 shows various end-to-end chains that may result from pattern cutting. Many of these would introduce an additional degree of freedom, while (a) and (e) would not.

These restrictions enable us to cut joints traversing different panels. An example is shown in Figure 3.20 using the Tachi-Miura pattern. The end-to-end chain created by each cut is a spatial
Figure 3.21: Multiple joint removal techniques shown in one Tachi Miura fold pattern. The combined pattern remains 1-DoF despite the multiple removed joints.

linkage of length 5 and does not increase the overall mobility. Note that both chains include only 3 parallel hinges and do not increase the mobility.

### 3.5 Combination of Techniques

Each of the above joint removal techniques can be combined and used together in a single pattern so long as applicable restrictions described above are followed. Figure 3.21 shows an example of a Tachi Miura with several joints removed using multiple joint removal techniques. Equation (3.6) estimates a minimum of 14 cuts may be removed. By using a combination of techniques, 18 joints were removed in Figure 3.21. Both the uncut and cut versions of this pattern have a mobility of 1. However, the uncut pattern has an overconstraint prediction of 19, and the uncut has a reduced overconstraint of 3. This demonstrates that multiple of the joint removal techniques explained in this chapter can be used within one origami mechanism to reduce overconstraint.

### 3.6 Discussion

It has been shown that many of these techniques can be used together and can include many permutations of cut-joint patterns for the same origami pattern. While they ensure a mobility of
I and kinematic properties are similar, it is likely that other properties such as stiffness, actuation forces, and stability may be different for varying permutations. Based on different functional objectives, one permutation might be beneficial over another.

While these methods work to locally identify candidate joints for joint removal, analysis can get complex when removing joints in a large origami pattern. In addition, while these methods can be used to maintain a mobility of 1, they do not inform anything about bifurcation points. For example, while the example shown in Figure 3.14 had a mobility of 1, it was found to have a bifurcation point midway through its range of motion.

These techniques have been shown to reduce the overconstraint of zero thickness origami fold patterns. While many of these can be directly applied to thickened versions of these patterns, some consideration may need to be made when choosing thickness accommodation techniques. For example, when using the split vertex thickness accommodation technique [111], additional folds are introduced. These introduced folds may also be reanalyzed for possible hinge removal.

This chapter has shown how to remove redundant constraints in origami mechanisms without changing its mobility and kinematic behavior. While the non-redundant joints must be left intact, the otherwise removed redundant joints could be replaced for other benefits such as stored strain energy to assist in actuation.

### 3.7 Conclusion

Single degree-of-freedom origami patterns have proved to be useful in the design of deployable arrays. However, due to an excess of constraints, many origami patterns are overconstrained. Overconstraint introduces many problems to mechanisms when combined with imperfect manufacturing and rigid panels.

This work gives designers a visual and iterative tool that they can use to find alternative joint patterns in 1-DoF systems. The reduction of redundant constraints reduces manufacturing cost, reduces overall pattern stiffness, and reduces the likelihood of binding due to conflicting constraints.
CHAPTER 4. DUAL-PURPOSE LENTICULAR LOCKING HINGE (LENTLOCK) FOR ACTUATION AND STIFFENING OF DEPLOYABLE ORIGAMI ARRAYS

4.1 Introduction

Satellites such as CubeSats utilize origami-based deployable arrays to increase aperture areas of antennas and solar arrays. Folds in these mechanisms are beneficial because they allow a large deployed-to-stowed area ratio. However, once deployed it is necessary that these arrays remain fully unfolded. Due to the folding nature of the mechanism, it can be difficult to prevent the array from re-folding once fully deployed. It is also difficult to assure that each panel is within the required angular tolerances. As an example, reflectarray antenna reception and transmission efficiencies are contingent on the flatness of the panels. Similarly, the performance of deployable optical telescopes depends on the relative alignment of array panels.

This work introduces a compliant hinge design, the LentLock, that can be used to deploy and stabilize foldable arrays. Flexures with geometry based on the Euler spiral, which are included in the hinge design, store strain energy which is used to deploy the system. The out-of-plane motion of the flexures also provide interference which prevents the panels from re-folding. This provides a low-profile solution to joint-deployment and stabilization.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Deployable Space Arrays

Techniques have been used to enable deployable antennas. Deployable design types include mesh-based [112–116], membrane-based [117–120], inflatable [121–124], and foldable rigid panels [125–127].

Deployable rigid panel antenna designs are used when designing deployable reflectarray patch antennas [27, 28]. Origami fold patterns have been used to enable effective deployment
mechanisms to improve stowed-to-deployed area ratios, and simplify actuation through the use of single-degree-of-freedom fold patterns.

All deployable array designs share similar challenges that must be addressed to ensure the performance of the array. Two of the main challenges include a means to deploy the system, and a means to stabilize the system to maintain desired deployed geometry/configuration.

4.2.2 Current Techniques for Array Deployment

Deployable space array designs have employed various deployment techniques [128]. Designs have included inflatable structures [123, 124], perimeter truss systems [114, 116, 129–131], foldable radial ribs [131–133], torsional springs [125–127], root hinges [127], and compliant beams [11]. Rollable booms have also been used to deploy rollable arrays [117, 134–139]. Shape memory polymer composites have also been used in variably stiff tubes designed to deploy flexible solar arrays in a similar manner [140].

State of the art designs of rigidly foldable deployable arrays have included torsional springs and root hinges for hinge actuation [125–127]. However, these designs can include a large part count, high assembly cost, and lubrication. To mitigate these concerns, compliant flexures have been used to replace some or all of the joints within a deployable array [11, 26, 83]. However, these compliant designs can encounter undesirable parasitic motions under loads. In addition, it can be difficult to prevent these designs from re-folding once deployed.

4.2.3 Current Techniques for Array Stabilization

Generally in origami mechanism array design, panel deflection is negligible and panels are assumed to be rigid. In this case, undesired movement and misalignment occurs per the joints themselves. The same folds that enable compact stowage can make it difficult to ensure complete deployment, with panels flat and parallel to each other [109]. With increasing number of individual panels and folds, the potential for compact storage increases, but panel alignment becomes more challenging. This misalignment can be caused by a lack of stability in the deployed state, parasitic joint motions, or external loads.
Various methods have been implemented to stabilize arrays in their deployed state. Techniques at the array hinges have included loaded torsional spring hinges [126], root hinges [127], and systems with springs, cams and gears [141]. Other methods include a cable stayed system [142], cable tensioning [11], and ring truss systems also used for deployment [114, 116, 129–131].

4.2.4 Current Techniques for Combined Deployment and Stabilization

Compliant split tube booms have also been used to deploy and stiffen flexible and rollable solar arrays [134–137]. Shape memory polymer composites have also been used in variably stiff tubes designed to stiffen flexible solar arrays in a similar manner [140].

Strain energy in the form of compliant laminar emergent torsion (LET) joints have also been used to deploy and flatten arrays [83]. Since the low-energy state of these devices occurs when the panels are flat/deployed, the strain energy becomes the means of assuring flatness. However, when fully deployed, the stabilizing forces are only exhibited once deflection loads are introduced, thus small loads can easily misalign the panels.

In a similar way, strain energy stored in torsional springs have been combined with hard-stops to create a more stable deployed state [126, 127]. The energy of the springs deploy the folded panels until the hard stops interrupt the motion at the fully deployed configuration. Designing the lowest energy state of the springs to be past the point of hard-stop interference increases the interference stability. This creates an active stabilization force in the deployed state, as compared to the LET joint stabilization.

Added or embedded lenticular stiffeners have been shown to be effective in stiffening large, thin panels within a pattern [143]. In the same study, Yellowhorse et al. showed that tape springs (lenticular stiffeners) can be placed perpendicular to joints to deploy and stiffen arrays [143].

4.2.5 Euler Spiral

An Euler spiral, also called clothoid spline, is a geometric curve whose curvature changes linearly with its arc length. The Euler spiral also defines the geometric shape of a precurved beam that when cantilevered and loaded vertically at one end would assume a straight line [144].
Euler spiral geometry has been used in the design of railroads [145–147], nanoantennas and thin film solar cells [148], trajectory planning [149,150], and for modeling soft robotics [151]. It has also been shown that due to its characteristic of laying flat when under a load, flexures in the shape of an Euler spiral can be used in compact deployable devices [144]. Stiffeners in the shape of an Euler spiral have also been used in the deployment and stiffening of deployable arrays [143]. These Euler spiral flexures are defined as in Figure 4.1, where $s$ is the arc length along the curve, $L$ is total arc length, $\kappa_0$ is the initial curvature, and $x(s)$ and $y(s)$ are the coordinate positions.

### 4.3 The Lenticular Lock (LentLock)

Using the geometry of an Euler Spiral, a joint was designed to both deploy and stabilize folds in an origami pattern. The Lenticular Lock, or LentLock, is composed of two Euler spiral flexures placed parallel to a joint, one on either side. When panels are in their unfolded/deployed positions, the flexures extend away from the panels. In this position, the extended flexures interfere with each other such that the panels cannot fold. To fold the panels, vertical force can be placed onto the LentLock flexures to flatten them against the panels. Then, with the flexures completely stowed, the panels can be folded.

A sequence diagram of a deploying LentLock is shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2(a) shows the LentLock fully stowed, with flexures strained flat and being held in place by a latching force, $F_{Latch}$. This force could be provided by a latch or burn wire. Once the latching force is removed, the LentLock flexures push against one another, forcing the panels to rotate relative to each other,
Figure 4.2: A single LentLock fold between two rigid panels shown in several states. Red lines designate hinge lines. $F_{\text{Latch}}$ represents the force required to restrain the LentLock hinge from deploying. (a) The stowed state folded with flexures stored. (b) The strain energy in the deflected flexures causes the LentLock to unfold. (c) Panel interference stops rotating motion of panels. (d) The strained flexures begin to deploy, moving away from the panels. (e) Fully deployed LentLock, with extended flexures creating interference to prevent refolding of panels.

as shown in Figure 4.2(b). Once panels are flat, panels interfere and motion stops (Figure 4.2(c)). With the panels flat, the strained flexures can deploy upwards toward their low energy state (Figure 4.2(d)). Figure 4.2(e) shows the fully deployed joint with LentLock flexures fully extended.

### 4.3.1 Design

As shown in [143, 144], an Euler spiral curve of length $L$ is defined and approximated as

\[
\frac{x(s)}{L} \approx -\frac{p^5 q^2}{40} + \frac{p^4 q^2}{8} - \frac{p^3 q^2}{6} + p
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

and

\[
\frac{y(s)}{L} \approx \frac{p^7 q^3}{336} - \frac{p^6 q^3}{48} + \frac{p^5 q^3}{20} - \frac{p^4 q^3}{24} - \frac{p^3 q}{6} + \frac{p^2 q}{2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where
Figure 4.3: Geometry for a LentLock flexure.

\[ p = \frac{s}{L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

and

\[ q = \kappa_0 L \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

and where \( \kappa_0 \) is the initial curvature.

The geometry of a LentLock flexure is shown in Figure 4.3. Flexures of arc length \( L \) and thickness \( t_f \) are embedded into a panel of thickness \( t_p \), directly adjacent and parallel to a fold.

Flexure material and flexure thickness \( (t_f) \) directly affect the geometry of the Euler spiral curve, and consequently the flexure geometry. Stress equations and limits are outlined in

### 4.3.2 Actuation

Flexures are fabricated in their deployed state, meaning that strain energy is stored as the flexures are pressed downward, laying flat against the panel. With the flexures flat, the panels can then rotate around the hinge. In this stored state, the strain energy stored in the flexures results in forces pressing against one another, as shown in Figure 4.4. As shown in [143], the force of a flattened Euler spiral flexure is given by

\[ F_f = \frac{\kappa_0 b E t_f^3}{12L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where \( t_f \) and \( b \) are the thickness and width of the flexure, respectively.
Figure 4.4: LentLock fold shown in its stowed/strained state. The blue area shows the strained flexures, and red lines indicate hinge placement. Flexure forces, $F_f$, produced by stored strain energy in each flexure, push against one another and open the fold.

(a) \hspace{1cm} (b)

Figure 4.5: Single LentLock shown in its (a) closed/strained and (b) open/locked positions.

Once the panels are released, these opposing forces push the flexures and panels away from one another, resulting in the panels rotating about the hinge. This energy release actuates and deploys the system.

In Figure 4.5(a), a single LentLock fold is shown folded, held closed. Once released, the LentLock deploys as shown in Figure 4.5(b).

As an actuation demonstration, LentLocks were integrated into the major folds of a degree-4 origami vertex, as shown in Figure 4.6. A thickened version of this vertex was 3D printed from PLA using 5mm thick panels. Thickness was accommodated using the hinge shift method [29, 35]. The prototype is shown in three self-deploying states in Figure 4.7. In this example, two LentLocks, one on each major fold, were used, however additional actuation force and stability against folding could result from additional LentLocks placed on the minor folds.
Figure 4.6: Placement of two LentLocks (shown in blue) onto a degree-4 vertex. Here two LentLocks are shown placed on the major folds, however any number of them could be placed on any of the folds.

Figure 4.7: The LentLock applied to a symmetric degree-4 vertex, with LentLocks on the major folds, shown in its (a) closed/strained, (b) intermediate, and (c) open/locked positions.

4.3.3 Stability

Stability in origami arrays can be achieved through the use of hard stops. When thickness is added to an origami array, panel interference can act as the hard stops to prevent folding toward the panel thickness, as shown in Figure 4.8(a). However, when folding in the opposite direction (away from the panel thickness) there is often no interference to prevent motion (see Figure 4.8(b)).

To add stability to this fold direction, LentLock flexures can be added to the fold. Fully opened panels allow the LentLock flexures to fully extend. The out-of-plane geometry of the flexures creates interference that prevents the panels from re-folding. This interference, combined with the interference from panel thickness gives the system stability by immobilizing the joints in
Figure 4.8: Stability from panel interference when actuated (a) toward thickness and (b) away from thickness.

Figure 4.9: (a) Resistance to folding toward panel thickness is achieved by panel interference. (b) Resistance to folding away from panel thickness is ensured by LentLock flexure interference.

both folding directions. The added interference from the LentLock flexures is illustrated in Figure 4.9.

Similar to an increase in moment of inertia, the LentLock flexures add material away from fold-axis, adding stability. While the addition of LentLock flexures stabilizes the joint, increasing the length of the flexure would increase the stability. This is because more material would be placed away from the fold-axis, increasing the stiffness.

To demonstrate the stability added by LentLocks, six-panel z-fold prototype was made with LentLocks on every fold, as shown in Figure 4.10. LentLocks were placed on the valley-fold sides of the joints, meaning that for this example they were placed on alternating sides. A thickened Z-fold prototype was 3D printed from PLA, and assembled using spinnaker tape hinges. The stowed and self-deployed z-fold prototype is shown in Figure 4.11 in an off-loaded configuration (with the hinge axes oriented vertically).
Figure 4.10: Placement of LentLocks (shown in blue) onto a 6-panel Z-fold, shown (a) along the sides of panels, and (b) normal to panel faces. Only the first three panels are shown for simplicity, as the geometry repeats. LentLocks are placed on the sides of the panels where the joint is a valley fold.

Figure 4.11: LentLocks applied at every fold of Z-folded panels shown in the (a) closed/strained and (b) open/locked positions.

As a comparison, a 6-panel z-fold array was made without LentLocks. Figure 4.12(a) shows both z-fold arrays in their low-energy deployed state. The LentLock array can be seen deployed and locked in its fully extended configuration. In comparison, the simple z-fold remains half deployed and has difficulty remaining fully deployed. When pulled completely straight and released, undesirable folding is still observed in the unstabilized array.

Rotating the prototyped arrays onto their sides (hinge axis now horizontal), the array stiffening exhibited in the LentLock array becomes more apparent. Figure 4.12(b) shows the stiffness of the arrays against their own weight.
4.4 Pattern Integration

LentLocks may be implemented into full foldable multi-vertex origami arrays as a means to stiffen and deploy the system. For an array with \( n_m \) degrees of freedom, \( n_m \) LentLocks are needed to completely deploy and stiffen the array. For arrays with multiple single degree of freedom sections, LentLocks must be placed such that each section is deployed and locked.

While only \( n_m \) LentLocks are necessary for a system with \( n_m \) degrees of freedom, additional Lentlocks increase stability and deployment force.

As a demonstration, LentLocks were applied to a hexagon twist origami pattern, which has been used in deployable systems [152]. Placement of LentLocks are shown in Figure 4.13.

A 5 mm thick hexagon twist prototype was 3D printed with joints made from spinnaker adhesive tape. Thickness was accommodated using the hinge shift technique [35]. Lentlock flexures were arbitrarily chosen to be 1mm thick, with curvature geometry defined such that the PLA does not yield. The prototype is shown self-deploying in Figure 4.14. Once deployed, the LentLocks provide stability and resistance to re-folding. When turned upside down and supported by its center panel, all panels remain fully deployed, as shown in Figure 4.15. As a stability comparison,
Figure 4.13: Placement of three LentLocks (shown in blue) onto a hexagon twist fold pattern. LentLocks are placed on valley-fold sides of the panels.

Figure 4.14: The LentLock applied to a single-degree-of-freedom hexagon twist origami array, shown in its (a) closed/strained, (b) intermediate, and (c) open/locked positions.

the same hexagon twist prototype was made without LentLocks, and is shown held upside down supported only at its center panel in Figure 4.15 (b).

4.5 Discussion

This chapter has shown that LentLocks are a joint-based mechanism that can be used to effectively deploy and stiffen foldable arrays. While these can be placed on any joint within a pattern, they must be placed on the valley-folded side of the joint. This is because the deploying force is perpendicular to the flattened flexures, which can be utilized only on valley folds. In addition, the stiffening from the LentLocks results from their placement opposite from the pane interference. Since panel interference occurs on the mountain fold side of a joint, the LentLock must be placed on the valley side of the joint.
Figure 4.15: Prototypes of a thickened hexagon twist (a) without LentLocks, and (b) stabilized with LentLocks. Both prototypes are supported at its center panel, with gravity acting to close the pattern. Under its own weight, the unstabilized pattern refolds onto itself, while the LentLock-stabilized pattern remains fully deployed.

While flexures and prototypes were 3D printed for this work, they can be manufactured by other means. Flexures made of composite materials can be laid-up and cured to the correct geometry using an Euler spiral shaped die. Thermoplastics such as PET may be annealed into the correct shape. However, the geometry of the Euler spiral flexures may be difficult to replicate in some materials such as metals without annealing.

For hinges to be placed onto the LentLock flexures, the hinge must be able to deflect with the curvature of the flexures (such as a membrane hinge). However, it is not necessary for the two flexures to be hinged to one another, as the relative panels rotation is defined by hinges between panels. As such, the flexures would be able to deflect independent of each other. With perfect symmetry, the flexures would move together and not slip past one another. However, with imperfect symmetry the flexures may slip past each other and result in incomplete deployment and no locking. To ensure flexure alignment and synchronized deflection, a joint between the flexure tips is beneficial.

4.6 Conclusion

Foldable, deployable arrays enable large planar structures such as antennas and solar arrays to be folded and stored compactly. Consequently, efficient folding patterns allow for increasingly larger arrays, resulting in higher gains and power for spacecraft. While foldable arrays facilitate
these benefits, they can be difficult to deploy. In addition, the same folds that enable the motion become a challenge once in the deployed state as the array may continue to fold when undesired.

In this chapter LentLocks were introduced as a joint-based mechanism used to deploy and stabilize foldable arrays. Strain energy from deflected Euler spiral flexures provide the energy for pattern deployment. Once deployed, flexures provide interference to prevent the array from refolding. LentLock performance was demonstrated using various folding patterns and prototypes.
CHAPTER 5. JOINT SELECTION AND INTEGRATION INTO DEPLOYABLE ORIGAMI ARRAYS

5.1 Introduction

The folding motion in any foldable array is made possible through its joints. A joint is a part of the array around which adjacent the panels can rotationally articulate. This chapter is a collection of thoughts which a designer may utilize when choosing joint types for an array design, or to consider alternative options to standard joints. Joints considered will focus on compliant joints. This chapter also discusses how individual hinges have been combined into hybrid joint systems with beneficial behaviors.

Joints such as a traditional pin-joint hinge are often used because of they are simple to apply and involve very little extra design work. However, there are many joint types that offer benefits to certain design circumstances, such as electrical continuity, monolithic design, or stored strain energy that can be utilized for deployment.

Some of these joint types include: Lamina Emergent Torsional (LET) joint [20], variations of the LET joint [36–41], membrane hinge [9], CORE joint [21, 22], ReCS technique joint [23], hinges including tape springs [16, 143, 153], and many more [33, 42, 43].

5.2 Joint Characterization

Each joint type offers benefits and drawbacks which are defined by the desired joint behavior. In other words, the desired behavior defines whether a certain aspect of a joint’s behavior is beneficial or poor. For example, a LET joint [20] is useful because it stores strain energy that could be used in an array for self-deployment. The LET joint also enables a very large range of motion. However, this joint is very liable to parasitic motions, or undesired motions, and generally cause adverse effects in a design. On the other hand, whether or not a motion is desired or parasitic depends on the application. For example, work published by Pehrson et al. showed that motions
that are generally thought of as parasitic actually made the pattern’s motion possible [11]. In this case, the off-axis motion is desirable.

While the above joints have been characterized individually, no comparison between many relative performances has been compiled. This would allow a designer to consider joint types which exhibit behavior similar to those desired for a specific application. The following metrics were chosen and defined to enable comparison of joint types and characteristics.

**Rx Range of Motion** - Describes the general amount of angle deflection the joint can undergo. While specific geometry within a joint design defines the deflection performance, this metric is meant to offer the designer a potential deflection ranges.

**Resistance to Degrees of Freedom** - This indicates a joint’s inherent resistance to relative translational and rotational motions. A rating of “+” designates a strong resistance to motion in that direction. “0” indicates marginal resistance to motion, and “-” represents low resistance to motion. Directions for each degree of freedom is defined in Figure 5.1, and are demonstrated in Figure 5.2.

**Design Complexity** - Indication of the relative difficulty of joint implementation into thick-folding patterns. “Low” indicates a joint that can be applied between two rigid panels with little-to-no computations. A “high” design complexity indicates a joint that requires many geometric and material considerations and may require extensive calculations.

**Backlash** - Indicates whether motion can be lost due to gaps or clearance between parts.
Electrical Continuity - This refers to the inherent potential of the joint type to carry electrical charges across the joint. This includes continuous components that traverse the joint between panels.

Monolithic vs Assembled - This metric describes whether the joint type has potential to be used in a monolithic design, meaning the joint and surrounding panels are all one part. Assembled refers to a joint that has multiple parts and must be assembled into the final joint.

Strain Energy - This indicates whether the joint stores strain energy that may be utilized for deployment or stability. This also indicates potential resistance to motion due to elements in the joint being strained.

Means of Stability - Describes the potential means of stability, if any, provided by the joint. This includes panel interference characteristic of the joint (P), low-energy stable strain states (S), or geometric changes (G) such as moment of inertia changes (as seen in tape springs).

Using the above metrics, each joint was characterized and summarized in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Comparison table of joint performances and characteristics, focusing on basic compliant joints. Legend for each metric can be found in Section 5.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint Type</th>
<th>$R_x$ Range</th>
<th>Resistance to DoF</th>
<th>Design Complexity</th>
<th>Backlash</th>
<th>Electrical Continuity</th>
<th>Monolithic/Assembled</th>
<th>Strain Energy</th>
<th>Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin Joint</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Joint [16]</td>
<td>$&lt; \pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>G,S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane (Line) [9]</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane (Gapped) [9]</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>0 + - - - - -</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living Hinge</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLFP [2]</td>
<td>$&lt; \pm 45^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - 0 0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LET [20]</td>
<td>$&gt; \pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>0 - - - - -</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-LET [38]</td>
<td>$&gt; \pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + 0 0 - 0 0</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-LEJ [37]</td>
<td>$&lt; \pm 90^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + 0 - - 0 0</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-LEJ [37]</td>
<td>$&lt; \pm 90^\circ$</td>
<td>+ 0 + - - - 0</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD-LEJ [39]</td>
<td>$&gt; \pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>- 0 0 - - - 0</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-LEJ [37]</td>
<td>$&lt; \pm 90^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + 0 - - 0</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORE [21, 22]</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree Offset [43]</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReCS [23]</td>
<td>$+180^\circ$</td>
<td>- - - - - -</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>S,P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Trimming [42]</td>
<td>$&lt; +180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORCE [33]</td>
<td>$\pm 180^\circ$</td>
<td>+ + + + - + +</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Assembled</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


5.3 Hybrid Joint Patterns

As shown, individual joints exhibit specific behaviors, including both desirable and undesirable characteristics. Using a combination of multiple joints within a single folding mechanism can bring additional benefits.

5.3.1 Single-Fold Hybrid

A single-fold hybrid is one that utilizes the characteristics of multiple joint types within a single fold. This is often done to lessen the undesired characteristics of a joint type (such as parasitic motions), or introduce a desirable behavior (such as storing strain energy).

One example of a hybrid joint is the membrane-enhanced LET joint [38]. This joint proposed by Chen et al. combines two joint types into one, utilizing the benefits of both. While LET arrays store strain energy that can be used for deployment, they often suffer from parasitic motions. While the membrane hinge has limited parasitic motions, it cannot store strain energy. Being placed onto the same hinge in parallel, benefits from both joint types are utilized. A symbolic representation of this is shown in Figure 5.3.

The MarCO used custom wing-style hinges with torsional springs to deploy panels of a high-gain reflectarray antenna [154]. The MarCO also implemented root hinges as a means to deploy, orient, and stabilize the array into its desired direction [16]. Root hinges comprise of a pin-style joints combined with strain storing tape spring flexures. Functionally, a root hinge can...
Figure 5.4: Symbolic representation of a root hinge. Components include a tape spring used for deployment and stabilization, surrounded by pin joints used to define the kinematics.

be analyzed as a hybrid joint with two joint types along the same fold, as shown in Figure 5.4. The pin-style joints ensure the desired kinematics but cannot self-deploy. The tape springs do not provide a reliable hinge motion, but provide the deploying force and stabilization to the fold.

5.3.2 Hybrid Joint Array

A hybrid joint array is an array with only one joint type per fold, but multiple joint types within the array.

An example of this was demonstrated by Pehrson et al. in a self-deploying self-stiffening and retractable (SDSR) flasher array [11]. The SDSR design implemented both pin joints and LET joints. Pin joints were used in hinge locations that required large rotations. LET joints were used to both enable motion through parasitic motions, and as a means to deploy the system through stored strain energy. A symbolic representation of this joint arrangement is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.4 Pattern Integration

Hybrid joint array design can benefit from the research presented in Chapter 3. The joint minimization techniques explained in Chapter 3 are used to identify and remove redundant constraints in origami mechanisms without changing its mobility and kinematic behavior. While the non-redundant joints must be left intact, the otherwise removed redundant joints may be replaced for other benefits such as stored strain energy to assist in actuation.
Figure 5.5: Symbolic diagram of joint functions exhibited in the self-deploying self-stiffening and retractable flasher design presented by Pehrson et al. [11]. Joint types include pin joints for hinge locations with large rotation requirements, and LET joints to deploy the system.

LET joints and LET joint variants have been used to actuate folding deployable arrays. Typically, LET joints are used as both a hinge and a means to store strain energy. As a hinge, loads can deflect the LET joints into undesired parasitic motions causing the array to deviate from the expected kinematic motion. As a means to store strain energy, LET joints can be utilized as a means to actuate a deployable array.

Using the techniques explained in this work, the kinematic motion of an origami array can be defined using only a percentage of the array’s joints. Instead of removing the identified redundant hinges, these may be converted into a means to deploy the system by changing these joints to strain-storing joints, such as the LET joint. While these replaced joints will not be required to ensure the expected kinematic motion, they will store/release strain energy while following the defined motion.

Consider the hexagon pattern in Figure 5.6(a). It was shown in Chapter 3 that the joints in red may be removed without changing the mobility of the system. Instead of removing these joints, they can be replaced with strain energy storing joints such as LET joints. This creates a hybridized array of kinematic and strained joints. The "kinematic" joints ensure the single degree of freedom motion, and the "strained" joints deploy the system.

Figure 5.6 shows a diagram of the hexagon pattern with replaced LET joints. A demonstration prototype was fabricated using 3D printed PLA, and is shown in Figure 5.7. The intact
Figure 5.6: (a) 1-DoF hexagon twist fold pattern with multiple single joints removed, as explained in Chapter 3. (b) Diagram showing the same hexagon twist pattern, but with redundant hinges replaced with LET joints for strain energy storage.

Figure 5.7: Hexagon pattern with LET joint replacements, shown in both (a) closed/strained, and (b) deployed/released states. Motion of the array is fully defined by the membrane joints. While LET joints can be used as hinges in an array, the sole purpose of the LET joints in this design is to store and release strain energy.

Membrane joints, made from spinnaker tape, ensure the predicted motion while the LET joints store enough energy to deploy the array. Note that again, the motion of each panel is the same as the un-cut version.
5.5 Conclusion

When designing origami-based arrays, various joint types can be used to produce relative panel motion. Because each joint type has a specific behavior, a designer must evaluate which joint type to use in an array. While some ensure very little parasitic motions, others provide strain energy that can be used for deployment. This section has used various metrics to compare joint performance and has summarized the characterizations into a table which designers can use when selecting joints.

Combining multiple joint types either onto a single fold, or within an array can produce beneficial behaviors. It was demonstrated that while some joints may be used to define kinematics, other types can be used within the say array to deploy the system.
CHAPTER 6. DEPLOYABLE ARRAY CASE STUDIES

6.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss multiple case studies in which foldable origami mechanisms were designed to ensure predictable, reliable, and repeatable motion for deployable reflectarray antennas. Designs include a monolithic reconfigurable RA, and foldable RA's based on the straight major square twist and augmented square twist origami fold patterns. Design of each RA included thickness accommodation technique selection, hinge selection, and RA patch antenna implementation. These sections are based on contributions to select publications [26–28].

6.2 Monolithic Foldable Reflectarray Enabled Through Surrogate Fold

A physically reconfigurable RA that exposes multiple apertures was designed for CubeSat applications. Depending on the fold configuration of the RA (as shown in Figure 6.1) different panels are exposed and different antenna behavior is achieved. For example, the folding design shown in Figure 6.1 allows for four distinct RAs: two different pencil beam antennas, and two different dual beam configurations. In other words, this work presents a physically reconfigurable antenna with beamsteering capabilities and multiple antenna apertures. Surrogate hinges were designed and optimized to enable the folding motion and deployability of the RA.

6.2.1 Surrogate Hinges

Two surrogate hinges are introduced in the design to make the RA foldable as shown in Figure 6.1. These surrogate hinges are realized by making slots on a single piece of thick, rigid material (in this case, PCB). The slots create LET joints that allow the rigid structure to rotate around the axis of the hinges by placing the long segments of the joints into torsion. The hinges are appropriately designed to bend ±180°, while maintaining mechanical integrity. Placing these
surrogate hinges on either side of a solid PCB panel enables the spatial reconfiguration of the RA into the four folding states shown in Figure 6.1.

The exact dimensions of the LET joint hinge are dependent on the thickness of the panel, desired total angle of panel rotation, desired stiffness, and the mechanical properties of the material. For this work, 0.787 mm thick Rogers 5880 RA high frequency laminate with 0.5 oz copper cladding was used in this foldable RA. It is important to note that this design could be adjusted for different materials and thicknesses to achieve various ranges of motion and stiffnesses.

A LET array is comprised of several individual LET joints placed in series and in parallel, attached to rigid panels on either side. A detailed diagram of the LET joint dimensions used in this design is shown in Figure 6.2.

The rotational stiffness of a LET array in the out-of-plane (x-direction) is
\[ k_{eq,x} = \frac{P k_T k_B}{S(k_B + \frac{2P}{(P+1)}k_T) + k_T} \]  

(6.1)

where \( k_T \) is the stiffness of the torsional sections, \( k_B \) is the stiffness of the bending sections, and where \( P \) and \( S \) are the amount of LETs in parallel and series, respectively [62]. The in-plane rotational stiffness (y-direction) is given by

\[ k_{eq,y} = \frac{\delta M_y}{\delta \beta} \]  

(6.2)

where \( M_y \) is the bending moment about the y-axis and \( \beta \) is the rotational displacement. Unlike the stiffness about the x-axis (Eqn. 6.1), the stiffness about the y-axis is nonlinear and requires an iterative solution. Ref. [62] describes the algorithm to determine the stiffness about the y-axis. DeFigueiredo [155] showed that the maximum Von Mises equivalent stress in an S-series LET array is

\[ \sigma_{max} = \frac{2k_T k_B \theta}{S(k_T + 2k_B)} \sqrt{\frac{9}{w_B^2 t^4} + \frac{3}{4Q^2}} \]  

(6.3)

where \( \theta \) is the angle of rotation of the whole array in radians, \( t \) is the thickness of the array, and \( Q \) is a geometry dependent parameter defined as

\[ Q = \frac{w_T^2 t^2}{3w_T + 1.8t} \]  

(6.4)

### 6.2.2 LET Array Design Optimization

An optimization routine was performed to define dimensions for the LET array joint. While the desired motion of the LET joint is an out-of-plane rotation, other undesirable “parasitic” motions can also occur as the joint has 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). Researchers have characterized LET joints according to many of these DOF [20, 62, 155]. The surrogate joint is used to simulate a pin-joint and precise motion of the joint is important. For these reasons, the purpose of the optimization was to maximize the resistance to in-plane rotation (parasitic motion) in comparison to out-of-plane rotation (desired folding) of the array. These motions are shown in Figure 6.3. This was quantified by using the ratio of the stiffnesses \( (k_y/k_x) \) as defined in [62].
The optimization was constrained to design a LET array that would not fail due to stresses when folded as defined in [155]. Other constraints imposed were that the width, \( W \), of the LET array had to be equal to the width of the panels, \( w_{\text{array}} \), and that the LET array length, \( L \), needed to be less than or equal to a specified length, \( l \), see Figure 6.2. Concisely, the objective of the optimization was to

\[
\text{Minimize : } -\frac{k_y}{k_x}
\]

\[\text{with respect to : } w_t, l_t, w_b, l_b, P, S\]

\[\text{subject to : } \sigma_{\text{maxvonmises}} \leq \frac{\sigma_T}{n}\]

\[L \leq l\]

\[W = w_{\text{array}}\]

\[P, S \in \mathbb{Z}\]
Lower bounds were chosen based on the smallest dimensions that could be manufactured without greatly increasing the expense of manufacturing. Upper bounds were chosen based on the upper limits of the space (length and width) that the LET array was required to fit in. A constrained optimization algorithm using the ‘fmincon’ function in MATLAB was initially run. This algorithm was used because of the need for constraints. Code from [62] was modified and used as the objective function. Additionally, because the parallel and series values (P and S respectively) determined in the optimization need to be integers, the initial optimization was refined using a branch and bound approach until satisfactory results were achieved. The optimized dimensions of the LET array are shown in Table 6.1. The resulting parameters of the surrogate fold are presented in Table 6.2.

6.2.3 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

Using the defined dimensions from the optimization results, an FEA analysis was performed on the joint using ANSYS Workbench. To expedite the FEA calculations, and for simplicity, a single parallel LET joint of the array was analyzed. Since parallel LET joints undergo the same angular displacement, stresses and deflections are the same across the entire joint due to symmetry.

A fixed constraint was placed on the face of one connecting bending segment, and a ramped remote displacement rotation of $180^\circ$ was placed on the opposite connecting bending segment face. Stress results are shown in Figure 6.4 and show a maximum Von Mises stress of 22.97 MPa. As expected from torsion theory, the maximum stress is located along the edges of the beams in torsion. The arrows in Figure 6.4 show example locations of where the maximum stress is located.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Variable</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Optimized Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$w_t$</td>
<td>Width of torsion segment</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_t$</td>
<td>Length of torsion segment</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>26.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_b$</td>
<td>Width of bending segment</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_b$</td>
<td>Length of bending segment</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Number of parallel elements</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Number of series elements</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.4: Maximum stresses exhibited in the optimized LET joint under a full 180° deflection

In addition, a 180° angular deformation results in a panel displacement of 4.591 mm along the y-axis.

### 6.2.4 Material Properties

Material properties were obtained from Rogers’ Corporation [156] and are presented in Table 6.3. These properties were provided for the x- and z-directions. However, since the equations presented in [62] and [155] are for isotropic materials, the worst-case directional properties \((E_x, \nu_{xz}, \sigma_{Tz})\) were used. While this introduces some error, a safety factor of 1.2 was added to the optimization stress constraints to account for the possible error.

Table 6.2: Resulting surrogate fold parameters for optimized LET design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Optimized Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(k_{eq,x})</td>
<td>Out-of-plane rotational stiffness</td>
<td>N-mm</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{eq,y})</td>
<td>In-plane rotational stiffness</td>
<td>N-mm</td>
<td>236.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{eq,x}/k_{eq,y})</td>
<td>Stiffness ratio</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>215.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M_x)</td>
<td>Moment to actuate 180°</td>
<td>N-mm</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_{max})</td>
<td>Maximum stress</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>22.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.5 Discussion of Results

Analytical and FEA analyses show that the individual elements of the LET array will not exceed the ultimate stress of the Rogers 5880 material when deformed 180° with a pure moment in either direction. Similarly, the fold can also be cycled many times without failure. The actuating moment was solved to be approximately 3.6 N-mm, which is well within the range of standard motor actuators.

Integrating the LET joint into the RA design provides many benefits. First, the surrogate hinge allows the mechanical rotation of the panels ±180° thereby enabling mechanical reconfigurability of the RA. Furthermore, all components of this folding RA design are manufactured from a single planar PCB material. This monolithic design can be made using planar fabrication processes such as micro-milling, stamping, or laser cutting. This is attractive for on-site fabrication in space applications. In addition, since the RA is made from a single planar piece of material, part count and assembly times are greatly reduced. The lower part count also decreases the weight and cost of the RA while the simple manufacturing and little assembly time reduce its production cost. Moreover, since there is no contact between components in the joint, there is no need for lubrication or maintenance considering that this compliant system can be designed to never fatigue.

As mentioned above, the dimensions of the LET array depend on the thickness and stiffness of the panel material. As the thickness or stiffness of the material increases, the LET array will become longer and/or wider, taking up more of the array’s usable area. In addition, the resulting moment from the deformation in the LET array may deform the RA enough to affect RA performance. In some configurations with different materials, stress relaxation may become a problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_x$</td>
<td>Out-of-plane rotational stiffness</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>2482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_z$</td>
<td>Modulus of elasticity in z-direction</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>2206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{xz}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio in x-direction with applied force in z-direction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{zx}$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio in z-direction with applied force in x-direction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{Tx}$</td>
<td>Tensile strength in x-direction</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{Tz}$</td>
<td>Tensile strength in z-direction</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, work done by Obaid et al. has showed that the fibers in a composite material may slow the process of stress relaxation [157].

**6.3 Deployable Reflectarray Based on the Straight-Major Square Twist Origami Pattern**

The high gain RA was mounted onto an origami-inspired folding structure, made from a straight-major square-twist pattern [111]. The fold pattern of a straight-major square-twist is shown in Figure 6.5. This structure was designed to add stiffness to the RA structure, accommodate for material thickness, and enable the RA to fold in a way that exposes three different sets of RA panels. The thickness of the pattern shown also provides built-in stops that limit the motion and keep the panels parallel to each other.

This origami-inspired structure allows for the potential of multiple apertures. When not in use, the structure can be folded and stowed, and when in use, the array can be unfolded into two other configurations. Figure 6.6 shows the three different states to which it folds.
6.3.1 Hinge Design

Each crease in the pattern is created using a membrane hinge [9], as illustrated in Figure 6.7. The membrane used in this design is Kapton® (polyimide), which is a commonly used flexible material for space applications [158,159]. Because Kapton® is a thermoplastic, it has the potential to be heat set in a desired configuration. This would allow the hinges to be heat set in their deployed configuration. As the hinge is deflected to the closed configuration, strain energy will be stored in the hinges. This strain energy can then be used to deploy the structure. This principle has been shown with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [160] and parylene in other applications [161]. Repeated deflection loading data for folded Kapton® bellows were reported in [5]. The data shows that Kapton® has a repeated load life exceeding 100,000 cycles and exceeding 30,000 cycles after thermal cycling.

6.3.2 Pattern and Thickness Accommodation

The straight-major square-twist pattern is designed to be both rigid foldable and flat foldable, while also accommodating for the thickness of the material. This pattern utilizes both the split vertex thickness accommodation technique [32,111], and the hinge shift technique. A diagram of where each thickness accommodation technique was used is shown in Figure 6.8. Chamfers are also used to avoid material interference in the stowed state. For the purposes of concept demonstration, a thickness of 1 cm was arbitrarily chosen for diagrams and prototypes, however, the pattern can be adjusted to accommodate any material thickness for specific applications.

This pattern allows for a footprint increase from stowed to deployed configuration of more than 400% for a 1.0 cm panel thickness, as shown in Figure 6.9(a). This pattern also exhibits a volume packing efficiency of 92%, and would increase as panel thickness is decreased. Packing efficiency was determined as a ratio between the volume of the fully folded state and the volume of the smallest bounding cuboid of that fully folded state, as shown in Figure 6.9(b).
Figure 6.8: Thickness accommodation techniques used in the thickened straight major square twist.

Figure 6.9: (a) illustrates the 400% increase in footprint/aperture for the straight major square twist. The folded structure and its bounding cuboid is shown in (b).

6.3.3 Prototype and Discussion

A demonstration prototype was made using 3D printed PLA structures on which the RA panels were attached. Panels were made to have a 1.0 cm thickness. Individual panels were then attached using 0.127 mm (0.005 inch) thick Kapton® adhesive, which acts as the hinge for the panels to rotate about. Figure 6.10 shows this prototype in the three states (stowed, partially deployed, and fully deployed).

While the initial prototype was built using 3D printed PLA structures, the final design will incorporate a structure made of a carbon-fiber reinforced or fiberglass composite material.
Composites are used in space applications because they are lightweight and stiff. The RA panels themselves could also be used alone without the additional composite structure. However, the RA panels are not stiff enough alone and would therefore need additional stiffeners to maintain a flat and parallel orientation.

As mentioned above, the thickness of the structure provides a build-in stop that limits the motion to where the panels remain parallel in each of the three states. However, as the thickness of the structure is reduced, these built-in stops are eliminated and other forms of stiffening need to be incorporated in order to produce an array with the required flatness. Some possibilities include using deployable hard stops [162, 163], using bistable vertices [164, 165], or stored strain energy in the hinge material. In addition to providing stiffening, using deployable hard stops or stored strain energy can allow the structure to be self-deployable [166–168].

While the concept and prototype shown here illustrates a single RA design being stowed and deployed, this structure could be used to expose multiple RA apertures. For each of the configurations shown in Figure 6.10, RA panels could be specifically designed for and placed onto the exposed panels. This would allow a deployable, physically reconfigurable RA design, with three distinct RA apertures and behaviors.

6.4 Physically Reconfigurable Reflectarray Based on the Augmented Square Twist Pattern

6.4.1 Fold Pattern

The square twist is an origami fold pattern that incorporates four degree-4 vertices to enable motion between stowed and fully deployed states. While many angles can be chosen for the square twist pattern, a central square angle, $\theta$, of 45-degrees maximizes the ratio between the deployed and stowed apertures. In addition to changing the angles, different variations of the square twist
Feng et al. showed which variations of the square twist are rigid foldable – that is they do not require deflection of the pattern panels [169]. They also showed that a non-rigid foldable square twist can be adjusted to become rigid foldable by adding a crease in the middle of the pattern. This adjusted square twist pattern is referred to as the “augmented square twist” pattern [169, 170].

Each of these variations of the square twist mechanism expose sections of different panels when in the fully stowed state. The stowed state of the augmented square twist pattern exposes two coplanar panels, while other variations expose sections of four different parallel panels not on the same plane. In addition, the augmented square twist maintains coplanar panels at the deployed state. For this reason, the augmented square twist was chosen for our proposed RA. Figure 6.11 illustrates the folding pattern for the augmented square twist used in this work. This pattern defines ten individual panels with hinges at the folds allowing rotations necessary for folding.

6.4.2 Thickness Accommodation

With any variation of the square twist, adjustments must be made to accommodate for material thickness. Traditional origami implements folds into paper, and thickness of the folded material can generally be ignored. However, when using engineering materials, such as fiber reinforced panels, thickness cannot be ignored, and adjustments must be made to the design to
Figure 6.12: Diagram showing the implementation of the hinge shift technique in the augmented square twist. While this diagram shows four planar linkages, they represent spherical linkages for each vertex in the augmented square twist.

For this work, the hinge-shift technique was used to accommodate for thickness while maintaining rigid foldability, full range of motion, and flat foldability. A diagram of how the hinge shift was implemented into the augmented square twist is shown in Figure 6.12. A proof-of-concept prototype of the folding mechanism was made from 3-D printed PLA with panels connected by adhesive spinnaker tape to create hinges. The panel thickness was arbitrarily chosen to be 3 mm, and the overall pattern width and height to be 150 mm. As mentioned above, thickness was accommodated through the hinge shift technique. Figure 4 shows the stowed, intermediate and fully deployed states of a paper augmented square twist, and thickness accommodated version with thick rigid panels.

While this prototype’s dimensions were chosen arbitrarily, they could be customized to any desired deployed aperture and other panel thicknesses. It is important to note that if the ratio...
between panel thickness and length becomes too large, another thickness accommodation method may be required.

The augmented square twist fold pattern has a stowed-to-deployed footprint/aperture increase of 400%, as shown in Figure 6.14(a). This pattern also exhibits a volume packing efficiency of 100%. Packing efficiency was determined as a ratio between the volume of the fully folded state and the volume of the smallest bounding cuboid of that fully folded state, as shown in Figure 6.14(b).
Specifically designed RA panels can be modularly incorporated into the folding mechanism. Attaching them to the top face of this mechanism enables the RA to have two mechanical states, stowed and deployed. These two mechanical states expose two different apertures and give the RA two distinct EM behaviors.
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis has presented techniques designers can use when designing deployable systems, with special focus on joint function and utilization. In deployable systems, the selection and arrangement of joint types is key to how the system functions. The kinematics and performance of an array is directly affected by joint performance. While often a single type of joint is used throughout an array, using multiple types of joints within the same array can offer benefits for motion deployability, and stability.

Using compliant joints in deployable arrays give opportunity for parasitic motions to occur. However, motions that are generally undesirable can be utilized to enable motion. In situations where compliant joints are not required to provide a prescribed motion, parasitic motions are not of concern and compliant joints can be used for other benefits such as strain energy storage. This work has provided evidence that utilizing multiple types of joints within a single array can give additional benefits to the system. Benefits may include stored strain energy used for deployment, or stability added to the system through interference.

Folds within an origami array create the constraints that link motion between panels. These constraints can be used to create kinematic benefits, such as creating a 1-DoF system. While many of these fold-constraints are needed to define the motion, this work has shown that many are redundant within origami-based systems. The removal of redundant joints does not effect the motion of the array nor the observed DoF. This work has introduced approaches designers can use to identify redundant constraints in origami patterns, as well as techniques that can be used to remove the redundant constraints. However, the dynamics of the system would be effected.

Current arrays generally utilize joints with pins, barrels, and leafs, using compliant joints provides opportunities
7.2 Future Work

This work has shown that various combinations of redundant joints can be removed from an array while not affecting the system kinematics. However, arrays with various combinations of removed joints would exhibit different dynamic performances. For example, having many single cuts spread evenly throughout the system would likely perform differently than a few longer consecutive cuts across multiple joints. Future work may include analysis and comparison of various combinations of removed joints and their relative performances. Performances of interest may include ease of actuation and stiffnesses against external loads.

Because only a fraction of the total number of joints is needed to define the system kinematics, this work has shown that redundant hinges can be replaced with strain-storing joints. Since these joints can be placed in many combinations of locations, future work could also include analysis of placement of strain-storing joints within an array. Joint placement combinations could be optimized for deployment force, uniform deployment, or stability in the deployed state.
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